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Overview Welcome to the Imagine & Shape User's Guide ! This guide is intended for users who need to become quickly familiar with the product. This overview provides the following information: ● Imagine & Shape in a Nutshell ●



Before Reading this Guide



●



Getting the Most Out of this Guide



●



Accessing Sample Documents



●



Conventions Used in this Guide



Imagine & Shape in a Nutshell The Imagine & Shape product is a new-generation tool dedicated to the creation of shapes in a very fast and easy way. Using this product allows the user to concretize its imagination and get also the benefit of paintings created using the Sketch Tracer product. As a scalable product, Imagine & Shape can be used in cooperation with other products such as Part Design, Generative Shape Design and FreeStyle. Therefore, the global process can be dramatically reduced as there is no data interruption between styling and engineering.



Before Reading this Guide Before reading this guide, you should be familiar with basic Version 5 concepts such as document windows, standard and view toolbars. Therefore, we recommend that you read the Infrastructure User's Guide that describes generic capabilities common to all Version 5 products. It also describes the general layout of V5 and the interoperability between workbenches. You may also like to read the following complementary product guide: ●



Sketch Tracer User's Guide



Getting the Most Out of this Guide To get the most out of this guide, we suggest you read the User Tasks section, which deals with handling all the product functions. The Workbench Description section, which describes the Imagine & Shape workbench will also certainly prove useful. Navigating in the Split View mode is recommended. This mode offers a framed layout allowing direct access from the table of contents to the information.



Accessing Sample Documents To perform the scenarios, sample documents are provided all along this documentation. For more information on accessing sample documents, refer to Accessing Sample Documents in the Infrastructure User's Guide.
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Conventions Certain conventions are used in CATIA, ENOVIA & DELMIA documentation to help you recognize and understand important concepts and specifications.



Graphic Conventions The three categories of graphic conventions used are as follows: ●



Graphic conventions structuring the tasks



●



Graphic conventions indicating the configuration required



●



Graphic conventions used in the table of contents



Graphic Conventions Structuring the Tasks Graphic conventions structuring the tasks are denoted as follows: This icon...



Identifies... estimated time to accomplish a task a target of a task the prerequisites the start of the scenario a tip a warning information basic concepts methodology reference information information regarding settings, customization, etc. the end of a task
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functionalities that are new or enhanced with this release allows you to switch back to the full-window viewing mode



Graphic Conventions Indicating the Configuration Required Graphic conventions indicating the configuration required are denoted as follows: This icon...



Indicates functions that are... specific to the P1 configuration specific to the P2 configuration specific to the P3 configuration



Graphic Conventions Used in the Table of Contents Graphic conventions used in the table of contents are denoted as follows: This icon...



Gives access to... Site Map Split View Mode What's New? Overview Getting Started Basic Tasks User Tasks or Advanced Tasks Interoperability Workbench Description Customizing Administration Tasks Reference
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Methodology Frequently Asked Questions Glossary Index



Text Conventions The following text conventions are used: ●



The titles of CATIA, ENOVIA and DELMIA documents appear in this manner throughout the text.



●



File -> New identifies the commands to be used.



●



Enhancements are identified by a blue-colored background on the text.



How to Use the Mouse The use of the mouse differs according to the type of action you need to perform. Use this mouse button... Whenever you read...



●



●



Select (menus, commands, geometry in graphics area, ...) Click (icons, dialog box buttons, tabs, selection of a location in the document window, ...)



●



Double-click



●



Shift-click



●



Ctrl-click



●



Check (check boxes)



●



Drag



●



Drag and drop (icons onto objects, objects onto objects)



●



Drag



●



Move



●



Right-click (to select contextual menu)
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What's New? New Functionalities Creating Opened Primitives Creating a Circular Open Surface Creating a Triangular Open Surface Creating a Ring Open Surface Creating Closed Primitives Creating a Cylinder Creating a Box Creating a Pyramid Creating a Torus Customizing General Settings Display Managing Views Managing Interactive Views Managing Conical Views



Enhanced Functionalities Working With the Imagine and Shape Product Smart Selection Extruding Faces Multiple extrusion of borders
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Getting Started Working With the Imagine and Shape Product Entering the Workbench Creating a First Subdivision Surface Managing the Compass Selecting Elements Using the Edition Panel Displaying Textual Help



All together, these tasks should take about 15 minutes to complete.
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Working With the Imagine and Shape Product General Principles Remote control ●



●



The entire screen reacts on selections or manipulations. Elements and handles can be remote-activated: the mouse cursor does not need to be onto the element or very close to interact. The element that is the closest to the mouse cursor is selected. For elements such as faces or edges, the selection point is their barycenter. This gives you a real productivity gain and a very fast interaction with elements and handles.



●



Using a trap as a selection means is advised. Simply click the Shift key and draw the trap using the left-mouse button. As a combination, you can use the Ctrl key to add or remove elements to the selection. Elements are selected if their barycenter is included in the trap.



●



To manipulate and deform a curve or a surface, it is advised to double-click it rather than clicking the Modifiy icon



in the right-hand side toolbar. This helps you improve the productivity.



Using the Escape button ●



Use the Escape (Esc) button to exit a command.



Smart Selection ●



●



When selecting a feature and launching any command, all the feature's fathers (subdivision surfaces or styling curves) are temporarily highlighted to enable an easy selection. The selected feature is also temporarily hidden. When working in manual update mode and a level of children to be updated is defined, the Show/No show space is managed so that it takes into account the level of update.



Managing Symmetry The symmetry of the elements being deformed can be easily managed using the multi-selection. Using the appropriate view, draw a trap and select one of the transformations (translation, rotation, etc.). Here is an example with two symmetric vertices and a translation along the symmetry plane.
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Here is another example with two symmetric vertices and a scaling along the symmetry plane in order to move the points perpendicularly to this plane.
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A Few Advices ●



It is advised to add a geometrical set and create the styling surfaces within this geometrical set.



●



It is advised to create two other geometrical sets for operations and for operations' results.



●



You can apply a pre-defined material on a subdivision surface.



●



●



●



●



In order to visualize the mapping analysis on the surface, the Material option should be checked in the View -> Render Style -> Customize View command. The discretization option should be set proportionally to the element size: in Tools -> Options > Display -> Performances, set the 3D Accuracy -> Proportional option to 0.1. Anti-aliasing should be activated: in Tools -> Options -> Display -> Visualization, check the anti-aliasing for Edges/Lines option. The line thickness 2 should be set to 1 (instead of 2 by default): in Tools -> Options -> Display -> Thickness and Font, set the Size in pixel for Thickness 2 to 1.
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The first task will show you how to enter the Imagine & Shape workbench. The only pre-requisite for this task is to have a current CATIA V5 session running. 1. Select Imagine & Shape from the Start -> Shape menu. The Imagine & Shape workbench is displayed and ready to use.



The workbench looks like this:



The Part name dialog box may appear depending on the way you customized your session. It provides a field for entering the name you wish to assign to the part, an option that enables hybrid design an two other options to insert a geometrical set and/or an ordered geometrical set in the part to be created. For more information, refer to the Part Document chapter in Customizing section of the Part Design documentation.
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You may add the Imagine & Shape workbench to your Favorites, using the Tools -> Customize item. For more information, refer to the Infrastructure User's Guide. If you wish to use the whole screen space for the geometry, remove the specification tree clicking off the View -> Specifications Visible menu item or pressing F3.
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Creating a First Subdivision Surface The task lets you create your first subdivision surface. A subdivision surface is a skin made of an elementary surface that can be closed or open. The definition and the control of the shape is done using a mesh that is made of four-side faces. A .CATPart document must be open. Let's create a closed surface.



1. Click the Sphere icon



.



The surface (identified as Subdivision Surface.x) is added to the specification tree.



It is displayed at the center of the screen and its size is a ratio of the window size.
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Managing the Compass This task shows you how to use the manage the compass. The .CATPart document is still open from the previous task. This kind of selection enables a filter mode to select only specified elements. It is available through the Tool Palette, which appears when creating or modifying a surface for instance. To display the following toolbar, click the Defines the compass position icon



.



The following icons let you: ●



modify the origin and orientation of the compass, as well as exiting the compass definition and returning to the previous function



●



reset the compass orientation to the model axis



●



switch the main plane between one of the three compass axes



The compass is defined depending on the selected element(s): generally the compass plane (x and y axis) is computed using the mean plane computation of the selected elements. Successively selecting three vertices defines the: ● compass origin



Imagine and Shape ●



●
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Z axis



X and Y axis (the previous Z axis is replaced by the X axis)



The compass is locked by a single click on a vertex and is not modified when you add elements to the selection (the origin is not modified, but its orientation is). To free its position, use the Resets the compass definition icon



.
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Selecting Elements This task shows you how to use the select elements, either through selection icons or using option keys. The .CATPart document is still open from the previous task.



Using Selection Icons This kind of selection enables a filter mode to select only specified elements. It is available through the Tool Palette, which appears when creating or modifying a surface for instance.



The following icons let you: ●



●



select any kind of element (faces, edges and points): the compass is computed using the-- mean plane computation of the selected elements. select faces only: the compass is aligned on the mean plane of the face.
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●



●



●



select edges only: the compass is aligned along the edge direction.



select points only: the compass' origin is defined.



: selection using a trap (see using the Shift key below)



Using Option Keys This kind of selection lets you manage the selection and perform various operations.
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Click the Ctrl key to add an element to the selection.



1. An unselected element is added to the selection 2. A selected element is removed from the selection



●



Click the Shift key to select using a trap:



1. Press the Shift key 2. Draw the trap 3. Release the Shift key



This function can also be accessed using the ●



icon.



Use both Shift and Ctrl keys to add or remove a trap selection.
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Using the Edition Panel This task shows you how to use the manage the compass. The .CATPart document is still open from the previous task.



This icon lets you specify numerical values of position, rotations or other values. Click it to display the edition panel corresponding to the current action. ●



: the translation icon is current. The Translation panel opens.



See Translating a Surface.



●



: the rotation icon is current. The Rotation panel opens.



See Rotating a Surface.
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: the affinity icon is current. The Affinity panel opens.



See Scaling a Surface.



●



: the weight icon is current. The Weight panel opens.



See Modifying Vertices or Edges Weight.
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Displaying Textual Help This task shows you how to display and manage the level of the textual help that appears under the mouse. The .CATPart document is still open from the previous task. 1. Click the Text Help Level icon to sequentially display the different levels of help. It gives you some information on the current function and drives you to the possible actions.



●



: no help is displayed:
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: a short help is displayed:



●



●



: a long help is displayed:
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User Tasks Creating Closed Primitives Creating Opened Primitives Creating a Curve Manipulating and Deforming Surfaces Manipulating and Deforming Curves Extruding Faces Cutting Faces Subdividing Faces Erasing Faces Associating a Curve to a Surface Aligning Vertices Managing Views
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Creating Closed Primitives Creating a Sphere Creating a Cylinder Creating a Box Creating a Pyramid Creating a Torus
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Creating a Sphere The task shows you how to create a sphere. A .CATPart document must be open.



1. Click the Sphere icon



.



You can also access this command by simultaneously clicking the ALT + SHIFT + H keys. The cube mesh is aligned along the model axis:



A Tools Palette is displayed. Refer to the Manipulating and Deforming Surfaces, Managing the Compass, Using the Edition Panel, and Selecting Elements chapters for further information.



The surface (identified as Subdivision Surface.x) is added to the specification tree.
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Creating a Cylinder The task shows you how to create a cylinder, that is a sphere with a weight applied on top and bottom edges. A .CATPart document must be open.



1. Click the Cylinder icon



.



You can also access this command by simultaneously clicking the ALT + SHIFT + Y keys. The cube mesh is aligned along the model axis:



A Tools Palette is displayed. Refer to the Manipulating and Deforming Surfaces, Managing the Compass, Using the Edition Panel, and Selecting Elements chapters for further information.



The surface (identified as Subdivision Surface.x) is added to the specification tree.
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Creating a Box The task shows you how to create a box, that is a sphere with a weight applied on all edges and vertices. A .CATPart document must be open.



1. Click the Box icon



.



You can also access this command by simultaneously clicking the ALT + SHIFT + B keys. The cube mesh is aligned along the model axis:



A Tools Palette is displayed. Refer to the Manipulating and Deforming Surfaces, Managing the Compass, Using the Edition Panel, and Selecting Elements chapters for further information.



The surface (identified as Subdivision Surface.x) is added to the specification tree.
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Creating a Pyramid The task shows you how to create a pyramid made of three triangular equilateral surfaces, each of them made of three quadrangular faces. A weight is applied on edges and vertices, except for internal edges and vertices. A .CATPart document must be open.



1. Click the Pyramid icon



.



You can also access this command by simultaneously clicking the ALT + SHIFT + P keys. The cube mesh is aligned along the model axis:



A Tools Palette is displayed. Refer to the Manipulating and Deforming Surfaces, Managing the Compass, Using the Edition Panel, and Selecting Elements chapters for further information.



The surface (identified as Subdivision Surface.x) is added to the specification tree.
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Creating a Torus The task shows you how to create a torus made of eight boxes connected along a circle. A .CATPart document must be open.



1. Click the Torus icon



.



You can also access this command by simultaneously clicking the ALT + SHIFT + U keys. The cube mesh is aligned along the model axis:



A Tools Palette is displayed. Refer to the Manipulating and Deforming Surfaces, Managing the Compass, Using the Edition Panel, and Selecting Elements chapters for further information.



The surface (identified as Subdivision Surface.x) is added to the specification tree.
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Creating Opened Primitives Creating a Rectangular Surface Creating a Circular Surface Creating a Triangular Surface Creating a Ring-Shaped Surface
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Creating a Rectangular Surface The task shows you how to create an open surface made of one face. A .CATPart document must be open.



1. Click the Rectangular surface icon



.



You can also access this command by simultaneously clicking the ALT + SHIFT + O keys. The square mesh is aligned along the model axis and the surface is created onto the plane that is the most parallel to the screen.



A Tools Palette is displayed. Refer to the Manipulating and Deforming Surfaces, Managing the Compass, Using the Edition Panel, and Selecting Elements chapters for further information.



The surface (identified as Subdivision Surface.x) is added to the specification tree.
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Creating a Circular Surface The task shows you how to create a circular open surface made of five faces. A .CATPart document must be open.



1. Click the Circular surface icon



.



You can also access this command by simultaneously clicking the ALT + SHIFT + C keys. The square mesh is aligned along the model axis and the surface is created onto the plane that is the most parallel to the screen.



A Tools Palette is displayed. Refer to the Manipulating and Deforming Surfaces, Managing the Compass, Using the Edition Panel, and Selecting Elements chapters for further information.



The surface (identified as Subdivision Surface.x) is added to the specification tree.
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Creating a Triangular Surface The task shows you how to create a triangular open surface made of three quadrangular faces. A .CATPart document must be open.



1. Click the Triangular surface icon



.



You can also access this command by simultaneously clicking the ALT + SHIFT + T keys. The square mesh is aligned along the model axis and the surface is created onto the plane that is the most parallel to the screen.



A Tools Palette is displayed. Refer to the Manipulating and Deforming Surfaces, Managing the Compass, Using the Edition Panel, and Selecting Elements chapters for further information.



The surface (identified as Subdivision Surface.x) is added to the specification tree.
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Creating a Ring-Shaped Surface The task shows you how to create a ring open surface. A .CATPart document must be open.



1. Click the Ring-shaped surface icon



.



You can also access this command by simultaneously clicking the ALT + SHIFT + R keys. The square mesh is aligned along the model axis and the surface is created onto the plane that is the most parallel to the screen.



A Tools Palette is displayed. Refer to the Manipulating and Deforming Surfaces, Managing the Compass, Using the Edition Panel, and Selecting Elements chapters for further information.



The surface (identified as Subdivision Surface.x) is added to the specification tree.
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Creating a Curve The task shows you how to create a styling curve. A .CATPart document must be open.



1. Click the Sketch a Curve icon



.



A Tools Palette is displayed.



You can also access this command by simultaneously clicking the ALT + SHIFT + S keys. The following icons let you:



●



create the curve onto the view plane



●



create the curve that lies on an existing plane 2. Sketch the curve using the left-mouse button. A temporary curve is displayed in the 3D geometry.



As soon as you release the mouse, the curve is created and smoothed. The Tools Palette is displayed, allowing you to manipulate the curve. Refer to Modifying and Deforming Curves.
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3. You can continue to sketch the curve in order to refine or complete it.



The curve (identified as Styling Curve.x) is added to the specification tree.
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Manipulating and Deforming Surfaces The task shows you how to deform surfaces based on the mesh manipulation. Three types of elements can be selected: vertices, edges, and faces. 1. Click the Modify icon



.



You can also access this command by simultaneously clicking the ALT + SHIFT + M keys. There are several ways to deform a surface. You can either: 1. select the element if the icon is active, 2. select the element first then launch the icon if it is not active, 3. double-click the element in the specification tree or in the 3D geometry. A Tools Palette is displayed.



The following icons let you:



●



translate



●



rotate



●



scale



●



modify vertices or edges weight



Using one of the above icons enables you to define several handles. The handle's origin is positioned by default at the middle point of the selected elements. You can use the compass options to specify a location if needed. Refer to Managing the Compass.
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Translating a Surface The task shows you how to translate a surface along planes or axes. Open the ModifySurface1.CATPart document. The Modify icon



is active.



1. Double-click the surface.



2. Click the Translation along the manipulators icon



.



You are able to perform translations along three directions or three planes (defined by the directions), depending on the mouse cursor position. 3. Move the mouse to highlight the desired axis or plane. 4. Hold the left icon and move the mouse to translate the elements.



Translation along an axis
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Translation onto a plane



5. Release the mouse when you are satisfied with the new position of the surface.
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Rotating a Surface The task shows you how to rotate a surface around one of the three axes of the handle. The ModifySurface1.CATPart document is still open from the previous task. You can also open the ModifySurface2.CATPart document. The Modify icon



is active.



1. Double-click the surface.



2. Click the Rotation along the manipulators icon



.



3. Move the mouse to highlight the desired rotation axis. 4. Hold the left icon and move the mouse to rotate the elements



5. Release the mouse when you are satisfied with the new position of the surface.
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You can use the Ctrl key while in the command to move from 5 degrees to 5 degrees.
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Scaling a Surface The task shows you how to scale along one axis, two axes or the three axes. The ModifySurface1.CATPart document is still open from the previous task. You can also open the ModifySurface3.CATPart document. The Modify icon



is active.



1. Double-click the surface.



2. Click the Affinity along manipulators icon



.



A 3D box surrounding the selection appears. 3. Move the mouse to highlight the desired rotation axis.



Along one axis 4. Hold the left icon and move the mouse to rotate the elements



5. Release the mouse when you are satisfied with the new position of the surface.



Along three axes
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4. Press the Ctrl key. 5. Hold the left icon and move the mouse to rotate the elements.



6. Release the mouse when you are satisfied with the new position of the surface.
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Modifying Vertices or Edges Weight



The task shows you how to modify the weight applied to edges or vertices. Open the ModifySurface5.CATPart document. The Modify icon



is active.



Here is the initial shape:



1. Double-click the surface.



2. Click the Attraction icon



.



Two icons appear in the toolbar, letting you:



●



define sharp attributes of the selected edge (value indicated with a minus sign)



●



define smooth attributes of the selected edge



These options are not available if you select vertices. If an edge or a vertex already has a weight value, the look of the edge or the vertex is different from the other ones: the edge thickness is bigger, the line is not dotted, and the vertex is represented by a bigger circle. 3. Select the element to modify. The value of the height, comprised between 0 and 100, is displayed on the right of the screen. 4. Hold the left mouse-button and move the mouse to reach the desired value.
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5. Release the mouse when you are satisfied with the new position of the surface.



Weight on edges using the sharp mode



Weight on vertices



Weight on edges using the smooth mode
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Manipulating and Deforming Curves The task shows you how to manipulate and deform curves.



There are several ways to deform a curve using the Modify icon



.



You can either: 1. select the element if the icon is active, 2. select the element first then launch the icon if it is not active, 3. double-click the element in the specification tree or in the 3D geometry. A Tools Palette is displayed.



The following icons let you:



●



refine a curve



●



manipulate the curve



●



smooth the curve



●



define a fillet



●



erase a part of the curve



●



keep the curve on a plane



●



define a working area
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Defining the Working Area The task shows you how to define a working area in order to modify a part of the curve. Open the ModifyCurve1.CATPart document. The Modify icon



is active.



Here is an example using the Refine command. 1. Double-click the curve.



2. Click the Select icon



.



3. Click the curve at the beginning of the targeted area.



4. Hold the left-mouse button and move to reach the end of the area. 5. Release the mouse.



Imagine and Shape ●
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The parts of the curve that are not inside the working area will be as much as possible frozen.



●



To unselect the working area, press the Ctrl key and click the curve.



●



As an alternative, you can define a working area using the Ctrl key instead of the Select . To do so, click the curve, press and hold the Ctrl key while holding and moving icon the left-mouse button.
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Refining a Curve The task shows you how to draw and refine a curve. Open the ModifyCurve1.CATPart document. The Modify icon



is active.



1. Double-click the curve. 2. Click the Sketch a Curve icon



.



3. Draw as many sketches as you need to refine the curve, as the it is being recomputed and updated each time you release the mouse.



Modifying the internal shape of a curve



Extending a curve at an extremity
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Manipulating a Curve The task shows you how to deform a curve using push/pull manipulations. Open the ModifyCurve2.CATPart document. The Modify icon



is active.



1. Double-click the curve.



2. Click the Manipulate a Point icon



.



3. Move the mouse to place the running point at the desired position. 4. Press the left-mouse button and move the mouse to deform the curve.



5. Release the mouse when you are satisfied with the deformation.



The curve now looks like that:



You can define a working area for the deformation:
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If the Curve Plane icon is activated, the manipulation is allowed only in the plane where the curve has been created. If it is not activated, the manipulation is allowed in all directions.
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Smoothing a Curve The task shows you how to smooth a curve in order to limit its defects. Open the ModifyCurve3.CATPart document. The Modify icon



is active.



1. Double-click the curve.



2. Click the Smooth the curve icon



.



3. Click the 3D geometry to apply the smoothing.



4. Click as many times as you wish to reach the desired level of smoothness.



You can define a working area for the smoothing:
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Defining a Fillet



The task shows you how to define and control the shape of the curve using a fillet. Open the ModifyCurve4.CATPart document. The Modify icon



is active.



1. Double-click the curve.



2. Click the Fillet Effect icon



.



3. Define the working area. Two green sliders and several handles (defined by the green points) are displayed on the curve.



4. Use the sliders to locally increase or decrease the curve radius. If the working area includes an extremity, the corresponding handle allows an adjustment of the curve's position and tangent rotation.



Extreme point translation The curve now looks like that:



Tangent rotation
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Erasing a Part of the Curve



The task shows you how to erase a part of the curve by painting the area to remove. Open the ModifyCurve3.CATPart document. The Modify icon



is active.



1. Double-click the curve.



2. Click the Erase icon



.



3. Paint the area of the curve to be removed.



Removing the extremity of the curve If the area includes the extremity of the curve, it is simply removed.



Removing an internal part of the curve If the area is internal to the curve, all details are erased to obtain a smoothed internal curve.
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Keeping the Curve on a Plane The task explains how to keep a curve into a plane.



●



The Curve Plane icon



●



If the curve is planar, this icon is enabled when you edit the curve.



●



is available when creating a curve.



If you deselect it and you modify the curve so that it is not planar anymore, this icon is hidden.
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Extruding Faces



The task shows you how to extrude faces.



1. Click the Faces extrusion icon



.



You can also access this command by simultaneously clicking the ALT + SHIFT + X keys. 2. Select a surface. A Tools Palette is displayed.



The following icons let you:



●



select a face



●



select an edge



●



active the preview mode



Selecting a Face Open the Extruding1.CATPart document.



1. Click the Add Face Mode icon



.



2. Select a face.



3. Click to add a face. An extrusion made of five faces is created. The extrusion direction is normal to the selected face.
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Multi-Selecting Faces 1. Click the Add Face Mode icon



.



2. Use the Ctrl key to select several faces. 3. Click to add as many faces as you wish.



As an alternative, you can also use the Shift key and draw a trap to extrude several faces.



Creating a Hole Inside a Closed Surface Open the Extruding7.CATPart document.



1. Click the Add Face Mode icon



.



2. Press the Ctrl key and select a face on each side or the surface. They must be face to face.



Filling Faces Open the Extruding10.CATPart document.



1. Click the Add Face Mode icon



.



2. Use the Ctrl key to select the four connected faces to fill the hole.
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As an alternative, you can also use the Shift key and draw a trap to fill the hole.



Combining an Extrusion Open the Extruding5.CATPart document.



1. Click the Add Face Mode icon



.



2. Use the Ctrl key to select the two connected faces.



Joining Two Unconnected Face-to-Face Faces Open the Extruding6.CATPart document.



1. Click the Add Face Mode icon



.



2. Press the Ctrl key and select the two faces to connect. They must be face to face.
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As an alternative, you can also use the Shift key and draw a trap to join the faces.



Selecting an Edge Open the Extruding4.CATPart document.



1. Click the Add Edge Mode icon



.



2. Select an edge.



You can only select the free edge of an open surface.



3. Click to add a face. A single face on a plane is created. It is defined by the mean plane of the face connected to the edge.



Multi-Selecting Edges 1. Click the Add Edge Mode icon



.



2. Use the Ctrl key to select several faces. 3. Click to add as many faces as you wish.
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As an alternative, you can also use the Shift key and draw a trap to extrude several faces.



Extruding Using the Fill/Inactive Fill Modes 1. Click the Add Edge Mode icon



.



New icons are available in the Tools Palette.



●



lets you select the Fill mode



●



lets you select the Inactive Fill mode



●



lets you propagate edges



Fill Mode



2. Click the Fill mode icon



.



3. Select any border to fill the hole.



2 edges
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4 edges



You can use the Shift key and draw a trap to fill a hole.



Inactive Fill Mode



2. Click the Inactive Fill mode icon 3. Use the Ctrl key to select the edges.



Along an edge



With a Corner



.
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These icons



and



are used when the extrusion is ambiguous. If there is no ambiguity, only one of both icons is available.



Open the Extruding9.CATPart document. Fill extrusion 2. Click the Fill mode icon



Classic extrusion .



2. Click the Inactive Fill mode icon



3. Use the Shift key and draw a trap to create the extrusion.



4. 4.



5.



6.



5.



6.



.
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Propagating Edges This command lets you propagate the selection to all the free edges. Open the Extruding9.CATPart document.



2. Click the Propagate edges icon



.



3. Select an edge, as shown below:



All connected edges are selected to create the extrusion.



With propagation of edges



Without propagation of edges
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Previewing the Extrusion This option lets you preview the result of the extrusion before the selection is validated. 1. Click the Preview Mode icon



Add Face Mode



.



Add Edge Mode
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Cutting Faces The task shows you how to insert a section, that is cutting faces in two parts. Open the Cutting1.CATPart document. Here is the initial surface:



1. Click the Faces cutting icon



.



You can also access this command by simultaneously clicking the ALT + SHIFT + F keys.



A Tools Palette is displayed, letting you manage the preview mode. It is active by default, but you can click the Preview icon



to deactivate the preview mode.



2. Select the surface to be cut. The section insertion propagates to the connected faces.
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3. Cut the surface as many times as you wish.
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Subdividing Faces The task shows you how to create a set of faces inside selected faces. Open the Subdividing1.CATPart document.



1. Click the Faces subdividing icon



.



You can also access this command by simultaneously clicking the ALT + SHIFT + D keys.



2. A Tools Palette is displayed, letting you manage the preview mode .It is active by default, but you can click the icon to deactivate the preview mode. 2. Select the surface to be subdivided. 3. Click to add a face.



4. Use the Ctrl key to add elements and subdivide the selection.



You can also add elements using the Shift key and drawing a trap.
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5. Release the mouse when you are satisfied with the new topology of the surface.
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Erasing Faces The task shows you how to erase faces. Closed surfaces become opened surfaces. Open the Erasing1.CATPart document.



1. Click the Faces erasing icon



.



You can also access this command by simultaneously clicking the ALT + SHIFT + E keys.



2. Select the face to erase. A Tools Palette is displayed, letting you manage the preview mode . It is active by default, but you can click the icon to deactivate the preview mode. 3. Click the face to erase.



4. Use the Ctrl key to select multiple element to erase.
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5. Release the mouse when you are satisfied with the new topology of the surface.
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Associating a Curve to a Surface The task shows you how to associate a curve to a mesh and deform the surface by deforming the curve. Open the Associating1.CATPart document.



1. Click the Link icon



●



.



You can also access this command by simultaneously clicking the ALT + SHIFT + X keys.



●



You can select the surface and the curve prior to entering the command.



2. Select the surface. 3. Select the curve.



●



You can select the surface and the curve prior to entering the command.



●



Any curve can be used. A Tools Palette is displayed.



The following icons let you:



●



add a new curve to the association



●



reset the current curve association



●



reset all the curve associations



The other icons let you filter the type of association: surface, edge or vertex.
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4. Select the elements to associate to the curve: a blue line links the selected elements and the curve to show the association.



Associating a surface to a curve:



Associating a vertex to a curve:
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Associating a point to a curve:



5. Click the Modify icon



to deform the curve.



A Tools Palette is displayed.



Refer to Modifying and Deforming Curves. 6. Sketch the curve to deform it.



The selected elements are automatically moved and the surface recomputed.
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Aligning Vertices The task shows you how to re-organize the vertices of a mesh. Open the Aligning1.CATPart document.



1. Click the Vertices Alignment icon



.



You can also access this command by simultaneously clicking the ALT + SHIFT + A keys. A Tools Palette is displayed.



The following icons let you:



●



project vertices onto the normal line of the compass



●



project vertices onto the plane of the compass 2. Use the compass to define its position.
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3. Select the elements to project. 4. Use one of the projection icons to move the selected vertices onto the compass plane or onto the compass normal.



Selection of an edge and projection onto the normal plane:



1.



2.
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3.



Selection of a face and projection onto the compass plane:



1.



2.



3.
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Managing Views Managing Interactive Views Managing Conical Views
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Managing Interactive Views The task shows you how to quickly access standard views (top, bottom, front, back, right and left) using a manipulator. Open the Aligning1.CATPart document.



1. Click the Interactive View Management icon



.



You can also access this command by clicking the F4 key. A pyramid-shaped manipulator appears, along with an information about the view position. Here we selected the back view



2. Move the mouse to change the manipulator position. 3. Once the desired view is pre-selected, click in the 3D geometry to change it accordingly.
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When the view is near a predefined-view, you select select the opposite view.
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Managing Conical Views The task shows you how edit and modify the view angle without changing the viewpoint. Open the Aligning1.CATPart document.



1. Click the Conical View Management icon



.



You can also access this command by clicking the F2 key. The View Render Style dialog box is displayed and prompts you to choose the desired view mode: ●



Perspective: conical view



●



Parallel: cylindrical view



By default, the Perspective view is selected. A green circle appears with an arrow indicating the current view angle as shown below:



2. Drag the green arrow (which turns red) to change the view angle. Note that the angle cannot exceed 90°.
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At this step, you can click Cancel to close the View Render Style dialog box and go back to the current view angle.



3. When you are satisfied with the result, click OK to close the dialog box and apply the new view angle.



4. Click the Conical View Management icon



again.



5. Select the Parallel view in the View Render Style dialog box. 6. Click OK to close the dialog box.
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Workbench Description



Menu Bar Mouse Help Text Toolbar Modification Toolbar Creation Toolbar Styling Surfaces Toolbar Curve Vertex Association Toolbar Vertex Projection Toolbar View Management Toolbar
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Menu Bar This section presents the tools and commands which are available in the Shape Sculptor workbench. Many other operations are documented in the Infrastructure User's Guide. Start



File



Edit



View



Insert



Tools



Windows



Help



File The File menu lets you perform file creation, opening saving, printing operations



Edit The Edit menu lets you manipulate selected objects. Refer to the Infrastructure User's Guide and Part Design User's Guide.



View The View menu lets you view document contents Refer to the Infrastructure User's Guide.



Insert The Insert menu lets you insert Image and Shape's elements.



For...



Geometrical Set... Ordered Geometrical Set... IMA - Sketch Curve



See...



Managing Geometrical Sets Managing Geometrical Sets Creating a Curve



Opened Primitives



Insert -> Opened Primitives



Closed Primitives



Insert -> Closed Primitives



IMA Modification



Manipulating and Deforming Surfaces



Styling Surfaces Insert -> Styling Surfaces
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IMA - Link



Associating a Curve to a Surface



IMA - Align vertices



Aligning Vertices



Insert -> Opened Primitives For... IMA Rectangular surface IMA - Circular surface IMA Triangular surface IMA - Ringshaped surface



See... Creating a Rectangular Surface Creating a Circular Surface Creating a Triangular Surface Creating a Ring-Shaped Surface



Insert -> Closed Primitives For...



See...



IMA - Sphere



Creating a Sphere



IMA - Cylinder



Creating a Cylinder



IMA - Box



Creating a Box



IMA - Pyramid



Creating a Pyramid



IMA - Torus



Creating a Torus



Insert -> Styling Surfaces For...



See...
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IMA - Extrude faces



Extruding Faces



IMA - Cut faces Cutting Faces IMA - Subdivide Subdividing Faces faces IMA - Erase faces



Erasing Faces



Window The Window menu lets you arrange document windows in relation one to the other. Refer to the Infrastructure User's Guide.



Help The Help menu lets you get help on the currently active command, and the product in general. Refer to the Infrastructure User's Guide.
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Mouse Help Text Toolbar This toolbar lets you define the level of text help that appears under the mouse.



See Displaying Textual Help
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Modification Toolbar This toolbar lets you modify the create curve or surface.



See Manipulating and Deforming Surfaces
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Creation Toolbar This toolbar contains the following tools to create a curve, an opened or a closed surface.



See Creating a Curve See Creating a Rectangular Surface See Creating a Circular Surface See Creating a Triangular Surface See Creating a Ring-Shaped Surface



See Creating a Sphere See Creating a Cylinder See Creating a Box See Creating a Pyramid See Creating a Torus
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Styling Surfaces Toolbar This toolbar contains the following tools to modify the created surfaces.



See Extruding Faces See Cutting Faces See Subdividing Faces See Erasing Faces
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Curve Vertex Association Toolbar This toolbar lets you link the vertex of a subdivision surface to a curve.



See Associating a Curve to a Surface
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Vertex Projection Toolbar This toolbar lets you align vertices.



See Aligning Vertices
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View Management Toolbar This toolbar lets you manage interactive and conical views.



See Managing Interactive Views See Managing Conical Views
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Customizing Before you start your first working session, you can customize the way you work to suit your habits. This type of customization deals with permanent setting customization: these settings will not be lost if you end your session. 1. Select the Tools -> Options menu item. The Options dialog box appears.



2. Click the Shape category in the left-hand box. 3. Click the Imagine & Shape workbench. The General and the Display tabs are displayed.



●



The General tab lets you define update and attenuation parameters.



●



The Display tab lets you define the display options for curves, surfaces and base meshes. 4. Set options in these tabs according to your needs. 5. Click OK when done.
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General Settings



This page deals with the following settings: ● Update ●



Attenuation



●



Weight



Update Propagation to Children



This option allows to define the level of children to be updated when working in Manual update mode. Use the up and down arrows to define the propagation depth level. By default, the depth level is set to 1.



Attenuation



This option lets you define the ratio between the mouse displacement and the actual displacement of the manipulator in the geometry. The smaller the coefficient, the more precise the mouse manipulation. Click the Attenuation icon to allow an attenuation or not: : No attenuation is allowed : An attenuation coefficient can be set using the slider. 0 is not allowed and 1 means no attenuation. By default, it is set to No attenuation and the coefficient (providing the attenuation is allowed) is set to 0.50.



Weight
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This option lets you apply the maximum weight on vertices, providing they have a weight and there is at least three connex edges. By default, this option is checked.
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Display



This page deals with the following settings: ● Curve ●



Surface



●



Base Mesh



Curve



This option lets you define the graphic properties for curves. By default, the color is set to white, the type to 1 and the thickness to 2.



Surface



This option lets you define the color of surfaces. By default, the color is set to light purple.



Base Mesh
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This option lets you define the graphic properties for base meshes. By default, the mesh color is set to white; the line type to 2, the line type with weight to 1, the line thickness to 1, the line type with weight to 3; the point symbol to weight to



.



and the point symbol with
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Glossary



C closed primitive



A closed surface on which a weight can be applied. It can be a sphere, a cylinder, a box, a pyramid or a torus.



O open primitive



An open surface made of several faces. It can be rectangular, circular, triangular or ring-shaped.



S subdivision



An algorithmic technique to generate smooth surfaces as a sequence of successively refined polyhedral meshes.



subdivision surface A skin made of an elementary surface, that can be closed or opened. The definition and the control of the shape is made using a mesh. This mesh is made of four-sided faces.
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Index A aligning vertices associating curve to surface



B box



C circular surface command Affinity Attraction Box Circular surface Conical view management Curve Plane Cylinder Erase Faces cutting Faces erasing Faces extrusion Faces subdividing Fillet Effect Interactive view management
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Link Manipulate Pyramid Rectangular surface Ring-shaped surface Rotation Select Sketch Curve Smooth Sphere Text Help Level Torus Translation Triangular surface Vertices Alignment compass managing conical view management creating box circular surface closed surface curve cylinder open surface pyramid ring-shaped surface sphere torus triangular surface curve creating erasing
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manipulating refining sketching smoothing curve on plane keeping curve to surface associating cutting faces cylinder



D defining fillet working area display parameters displaying text help level



E edition panel elements selecting erasing curve faces extruding faces
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F faces cutting erasing extruding subdividing Faces cutting command fillet defining



G general parameters



I interactive view management



K keeping curve on plane



M managing compass manipulating curve modifying weight
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P pyramid



R rectangular surface refining curve ring-shaped surface rotating surface



S scaling surface selecting elements setting display parameters general parameters sketching curve smoothing curve sphere subdividing faces surface rotating scaling
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translating



T text help level displaying torus translating surface triangular surface



V vertices aligning view



W weight modifying working area defining
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